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A rocket pump inducer is usually an axial-flow pump runner hav- 
ing very high solidity and very low aspect ratio blades operating at  
very low coefficients. While this characteristic form is dictated by 
cavitation requirements, the flow is subjected to major effects of 
viscosity and turbulence in the flow field in the long and narrow pass- 
ages between the vanes. The investigations reported in this paper 
are concerned with the effects of viscosity and not with the effects of 
cavitation. 

The experimental investigations are carried out on a 3-foot-diam- 
eter model of a four-bladed inducer which is operated in air a t  a flow 
coefficient 0.065. The fluid properties are measured at  the exit of the 
inducer using conventional and hot-wire probes. Important experi- 
mental results and the method of predicting the outlet tangential ve- 
locity and head rise are discussed in this paper. 

One of the major requirements of a turbopump used in rocket applica- 
tion is that i t  should be capable of running a t  very high speeds, so as to  
minimize the size and weight of the unit and to  facilitate matching with a 
drive turbine. The conventional pumps cavitate a t  suction specific speeds 
(SS) in excess of 8000, thus limiting the highest possible speed. The need 
to  increase the speed led to the development of a cavitation resistance 
inducer which is essentially an axial-flow pump with high solidity blades 
used in front of the main pump. Long and narrow helical passages provide 
a space and time for the collapse of cavitation bubbles and for the gradual 
addition of energy to the fluid. Inducers are also used in water jet pumps 
of marine application (ref. 2) .  These are light and feature cavitation 
resistance in excess of commercial applications. 

1 The work reported here was done under contracts NSG537 and NGL 39-009407 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, with technical management 
by W. R. Britsch of NASA Lewis Research Center. 
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690 PUMPING MACHINERY FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS 

The purpose of the inducer is to pressurize the flow sufficiently to enable 
the main pump to operate satisfactorily. The physical reasoning for the 
selection of such unconventional blade passages is explained by Acosta 
(ref. 1). These inducers have operated successfully a t  suction specific 
speeds in excess of 30 000; the test inducer described later is designed for 
SS = 50 000. The charactcristic features of the inducers are: 

High solidity blading (few long-chord blades instead of many 
short-chord blades as in axial-flow pumps and compressors, exposing a 
much larger area to frictional effects) 

(1) 

(2) 
While the charactcristic form of the inducer is dictated by cavitation 

requircmcnts, the flow is subjected to major effects of viscosity and 
turbulence of the fluid in the long and narrow passages brtwecn the 
inducer vanes. The investigations reported here are conccrncd with the 
effects of viscosity and not with the effects of cavitation. 

In  axial-flow compressors or pumps, the secondary motions or the 
departure of the flow from design values are confined to  fairly thin regions 
around the blades and near the end walls. This is not true in the case of 
inducers used in liquid rocket pumps. The blades of such inducers extend 
circumferentially over a major portion of a complete circle (fig. 1). Under 

Very low flow coefficient and large stagger angles. 

FIGURE 1.-Photograph of the inducer (wifhout shroud); 36-inch outside diameter, four 
blades. 
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these circumstances, it can be estimated that the viscous effects and the 
consequent secondary motions are many times stronger than those en- 
countered in other types of axial-flow machinery, and may indeed domi- 
nate the entire flow field. An understanding of such secondary motions is 
essential for the prediction of the efficiency and general performance of the 
inducer. The radial distribution of flow properties and the appropriate 
method of predicting them provide a further step toward the under- 
standing of the flow through an inducer. This type of information is 
necessary for the analysis and design of the main pump. This is the 
objective of this paper. 

The Department of Aerospace Engineering a t  The Pennsylvania State 
University has undertaken a systematic investigation with a view to 
Understanding the general flow behavior and to developing flow pre- 
diction methods for inducers. A 3-foot-diameter inducer operated in air a t  
a flow coefficient of 0.065 was built for this purpose'. The following in- 
vestigations, using the test rig shown in figure 2, have been completed 
so far: 

Visualization and mcasuremcnt of the flow inside the passagesZ 
and a t  the exit of a four-bladed inducer. The latter measurements and 
an approximate analysis are reported in this paper. 

(1)  

-~ 

FIGURE 2.-Test assembly. 

2 These are carried out using rotating probes and pressure transfer device described 
in reference 20. The measurements are reported in reference 21. 
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(2) Three-dimensional vrlocity and turbulence measurements a t  the 
exit of a threc-bladed inducrr using hot-wire probes. Cooprr and Bosch’s 
computer program (ref. 9) is used to predict the threc-dimensional inviscid 
effects (refs. 3 and 4) .  

Three-dimensional turbulent boundary invrstigation on a single 
helical blade of the type used in rocket pump inducers (ref. 5). 

These and future investigations to be undertaken will lead to the 
establishment of a theoretical model for thr  rventual analysis and design 
of turbomachinery flow dominated by secondary motions. 

It is the intention of this paper to  discuss the exit flow charactrristics, 
a correlation for the frictional losses for the inducers, and an approximate 
analysis for the predictions of the velocity and energy distribution a t  the 
exit of the inducer. It n-ill be shown that, while adrquate information is 
not available to drvrlop an rxact analysis, thc predictions based on loss 
correlations provide a method of prrdicting the gross brhavior of the 
inducer. 

(3) 

DESIGN OF TEST INDUCER 

The design of the test inducer is based on the “mean streamline” 
method developed by Wisliccnus (ref. 6) .  The detailed design is described 
in reference 7. The ovrrall characteristics arr listed in tablc I. 

After selecting a suction specific speed (SS) of 50 000 and head corffi- 
cient f i ~  = 0.2, the following pararnetcrs w r e  derivrd from the drsign 
chart relating the cavitation parameters of turbomachines (fig. 259 in 
reference 6).  

Flow coefficient, = 0.065 
Blade minimum pressure coefficient, Cpm>” = 0.01 
2gH,,/Vz2 

The runner is of free vortex design, producing constant head from root 
to tip. Using the relationship relating the stagnation head coefficirnt to 
change in tangential velocities, the inlet and outlet velocity diagrams are 
derived (fig. 3) .  The resulting runner profilr is shown in figure 4. The 
design distribution of tangential and axial velocity components and of the 
stagnation and static head coefficients are shown in figures 11, 16, 18 and 
20, respectively. 

The design of blade sections is carried out in three steps: 

(1) The mean streamline is derived from the assumed blade pressure 
diagram and blockage distribution as shown in figure 3. The blade pres- 
sure distribution chosen is typical of the trailing edge loaded profile which 
is required for this type of turbomachine and has CP,,,= 0.01. In  order to 
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account for the thickness or blockage effect of the blades, thc relative 
velocities are varied from W ,  to N'? along an arch-shaped curw above the 
nearly straight line variation that would apply to zero blade thickness. 
The arch-shaped curve represents an estimate of the blockage. due to 
blade and boundary layer displacement thickness. The assumed blockage 
due to both effects is clearly marked in figurc 3. The mean streamline for 
the hub and tip sections derived from the assumed pressure diagram and 
blockage is shown in figure 3. 

The departure of the camber line from the mean streamline is 
derived from the empirical deviation valucs of Av/L  (nondimensionalized 
distance between the mean streamline and cambcr line measured normal 
to blade chord) derived by WWicerius (ref. G )  . It should bc remarked hcre 
that Wisliccnus' correlation for A v / L  is the empirical counterpart of 
Ackcret's theoretical method (ref. 8). The validity of these empirical 
corrclations for standard profiles has becn established by Jakubowski 
(ref. 6) but its generalization to passages with nonstandard blade profiles 

(2) 

TABLE I.-Zndzicer Chnrnclerisfics 

Tip diameter ............................................... 
Hub/tip ratio a t  outlet-. .................................... 
Hub/tip ratio a t  inlet- ....................................... 
Radial clearance.. .......................................... 
Suction specific speed SS (design). ............................ 
Flow coefficient (@ = VJUt) . .  ................................. 

Blade chord.. ........................ Tip ( R  = 1.0)-.-. ...... 
Midspan ( R = 0 . 7 5 ) . - . .  
Hub (R=0.5)  ......... 

Solidity .............................. Tip ( R  = l .O)-- .  ....... 
Mid span ( R  =0.75). ... 
Hub (R=0.5) ......... 

36.5 inches 
0.5 
0.25 
0.0625 inches 

50 000 
0.065 

82.!>6 inches 
63.18 inches 
49.94 inches 

2.96 
2.91 
3.50 

Number of vanes ........................................... 4 

Lift coefficient of the blade based 
Angular wrap (average). ..................................... 290" 

on mean velocity- .................. Tip.. ................ 0.0966 
Mid span.._-. ........ 0.163 
Hub ................. 0.307 

Reynolds number based on tip radius__ ........................ 

velocity and chord a t  mid radius ............................ 

from mean streamline(A~/1),.,.. ..... ( R  =0.5)_ ............ 

6.60 X los 

1.75X lo6 

0.02 

Reynolds number based on relative 

Maximum deviation of camber line 

(R=0.75) ............ 0.01075 
(R=1.0) ............. 0.00637 

(R=0.625)  ........... 83"30' 
Blade angles a t  inlet.. ................ ( R = 0 . 2 5 ) - _  .......... 75'30' 

(R=1.0) ._._. ~.~ .._._ 86"15' 

All other blade angles are given in figure 6. 
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a. DEVELOPMENT OF CYLINDRICAL TIP SECTION ( R: 1.0). SCALE W 
ONE INCH 

MEAN VELOCITY CURVE 

b. DEVELOPMENT OF CYLINDRICAL ROOT SECTION (R.05) .  S C A L E  W 
CUE INCH 

FIGURE 3.-Design of blade pro$les. 

SECIIO" 

FIGURE 4.-Axial view nnd circular projection of the inducer blade. 

and large stagger angle and solidities is yet to be established. The chord- 
wise variation of Av/L assumed for this design drparts from the NACA 
65-serics cascade data as required to obtain trailing edge loading (fig. 5 ) .  
In  figure 5, the notation ( A v / L )  max.65 refers to the maximum deviation for 
a NACA 65-series cascade. Its value can be evaluated from the equation 

(2) =(?) Ct 
max,65 m ax 
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1 0  I- 

INDUCER 

' I  

0.6 

0.4 
CASCADES 

0.2 [ 
I .o 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 

DISTANCE FROM LEADING EDGE / CHORD 

FIGURE 5.-Assumed deviation of the camber line from the mean streamline. 

where 
C L  lift coefficient 

maximum deviation for unit lift coefficient (9) 
rn ax 

Their values for various vane chord angles are plotted by Wislicenus 
(fig. 298, ref. 6). The value of ( A T ~ / L ) , ~ ~ =  used for the. inducer is 0.05 and 
the lift coefficients a t  various radial sections are given in table I. The 
camber lines so derived a t  hub and tip sections are shown in figure 3 and 
the design blade angles derived from this method are shown plotted in 
figure 6. 

(3) The blade thickness can be derived from the assumed blockage 
curve (fig. 3) and the equation 

AVz t 

v z  s 
- 

where 

AVz perturbation in local axial velocity V, due to  blade blockage 

t blade thickness in tangential direction 

s blade spacing 

The blade profiles so derived a t  hub and tip sections are shown plotted 
in figure 3. 
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FIGURE 6.-Design blade and air angles. 

p = B U E  ANGLE 

p' = AIR ANGLE (Deign) 

40 
0 2  04 06 0 8  I O  

NON-DIMENSIONALIZED RADIUS. R 

The blade section at  hub (R=O.Tj), midradius (R=0.75) and tip 
scctions (I? = 1 .O) arc designed in the manner explaincad above. The 
stacking of blade sections is carried out in much the samc way as drscribed 
by Wisliccmus ( r d .  6) and the final blade system so derived is shown in 
figure 4. In order to achievc reasonably constant variation in blade thick- 
ness from root to tip and smooth curvature in both chordn-isc and radial 
directions, i t  is sometimes nccessary to  change bladr sections. This re- 
sulted in a slight departure from the free vortex design, especially a t  mid- 
radius, as shown in figures 20, 18, 16 and 11. 

It should be remarked hcrc that the Penn State inducer differs apprc- 
ciably from the conventional radial bladrs of constant thickncss (usually 
called flat plate inducer) used in practice. 1:rom the point of view of 
manufacturcl the radial bladcs arc superior, but the design based on the 
present method should h a w  hydrodynamically supcrior performance. 

The blades for the induccr are of fiberglass construction, cast from 
suitable mold and templates. The final assembly of the test inducer, which 
is driven by a 5-hp variable-speed motor, is shown in figures 1 and 2. 
The research rotor is fitted with a pressure transfer unit which transmits 
prcssures from a rotating blade to a stationary manometer. 

APPROXIMATE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

An attempt has been made to predict the flow properties a t  the exit of 
thc inducer using B circumfcrentially averaged radial equilibrium equa- 
tion. The three-dimensional nature of the flow and energy losses due to  
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friction are fully recognized in deriving the circumferentially averaged 
radial equilibrium equation for the inducer. The inducer passages are 
assumed to  have fully developed turbulent flow. Based on the information 
available in the current literature, assumptions are made for the circum- 
ferential variation of the relative tangential and radial velocities. The 
frictional losses accounted for in the theory are based on a friction loss 
coefficient (analogous to the universal friction loss coefficient derived by 
Blasius for pipes) derived from various inducer tests carried out a t  
NASA Lewis Research Center, TRW Cleveland, and AI.1.T. Gas Turbine 
Laboratory. This friction loss coefficient, which takes into account 
rotational effects, is valid for low flow coefficient (upstream absolute 
velocity/blade tip speed) or high rotation parameter (blade tip speed/ 
upstream absolute flow). The energy losses calculated from this newly 
derived friction loss Coefficient arc in close agreement with the energy loss 
measured in the Penn State inducer. The radial equilibrium equation 
derived in this section is valid for a noncavitating inducer. 

The various assumptions made in deriving the radial equilibrium 
equation for the inducer are given in the text in proper context. The 
absolute and relative tangential vclocities predicted from this equation 
are in good agreement with the measurcd values (see “Experimental 
Results and Discussion”). The velocity profile models used in this analysis 
are based on the three-dimensional boundary layer investigation carried 
out by Lakshminarayana et al. (ref. 5 )  for a single blade. The viscid effects 
arc taken into account in an approximatt. manner by using an enipirically 
derived loss coefficient in the final radial equilibrium equation. The analy- 
sis considers only thc perturbations caused by viscous cff ccts. The inviscid 
turning effects are allowed for by taking &.sign or the potential flow solu- 
tion as the boundary conditions for thtl solution of the radial equilibrium 
equation presented in this section. 

No attempt has been made to predict the axial velocity components, 
which are very much smaller than the tangential velocity components. 
This prediction should await more accurate information on the three- 
dimensional nature of the flow in thc rotating passages. 

Equations of Motion 

The equations of motion governing the incompressible and steady flow 
inside the passages in a coordinate system rotating with an angular 
velocity fi (fig. 7) are given by reference 19, 

V I  = 2W X Q+W X (VX W) +F (1)  
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P W 2  02r2 I=-+--- 
P 2 2  (3) 

and F is the frictional force per unit mass. 
Since large velocity and pressure gradients exist in the case of an in- 

ducer, i t  is a formidable or impossiblc task to obtain an exact solution of 
equations (1) and ( 2 ) .  Hence, a morc practical approach to satisfying the 
radial equilibrium equation on a circumferential average basis is employcd 
in this paper. This technique was first employed by Ruden (ref. 10) for a 
compressor and later used by Smith (rcf. 11) to dcrive a radial equilibrium 
equation amenable to solution by what is known as the “stream line 
curvature approach.” 

The scalar component of equation (1) in the radial direction is 

The following assumptions are made in deriving a radial equilibrium 
equation applicable to inducers operating a t  low flow coefficients. 

(1) Frictional cffccts: The fluid friction affects the radial equilibrium 
equation through the terms F ,  and I in equation (4).  The radial com- 
ponent of shear stress a t  the blade surface is small, as indicatcd by 
Lakshminarayana’s investigation (ref. 5) on a helical blade. It is rccom- 

FIGURE 7.-Notations used for inducer pow analysis. 
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mended that thc shear stress rffcct F ,  hr nrglrctrd in the prcliminary 
analysis. In  an inviscid flow, I is constant along a streamline. In  viscid 
flow it can be approximated by 

P W 2  a2r2 APo 
I=-+---=C 1-- 

P 2 2  P 

where APo/p represents the stagnation pressure losses along a streamline. 
This term includes all losses associatcd with friction and turbulrnt mixing. 
In  long, narrow inducer passages, this term is likely to  be large. Thus, 

dr d r  

( 2 )  For inducers operating a t  low flow coefficients, 

( 5 )  

aw, dT.t’@ 1 
ar ar I 
- <<- 

(3) The flow passages are assumcd to have fully developed flow and 
the flow properties are symmrtrical about the midpassage (fig. 7 ) .  The 
assumptions for boundary vrlocity profiles arc based on the investigations 
of reference 5 and are given by equations (12)  and (13). 

The fluid is assumed to be guided smoothly through the channel 
(i.e., no flow deviation). 

The fluid is assumed to be single phase, incompressible and steady. 

(4) 

( 5 )  
Assumptions (1) and (2) above would rcducc equation (4) to  

,. r -- ,. w-- 

1 2 3 4 5 
Prior to  deriving a circumfrrential average of the above equation, an 

attempt is made to present a method of evaluating the stagnation pressure 
loss (in relative flow) from inducer loss correlations. 

Friction Loss Coefficient for a Rotating Channel with Large 
Rotation Parameter or Small Flow Coefficient 

Since relative velocities are zero a t  the solid boundaries of a rotating 
channel, one is tempted to Contemplate the behavior of the boundary 
layer in a frame of reference fixed to the rotor. 

The fluid near the solid blade surfaces is not subjected to  the same 
Coriolis or centrifugal forces as the main flow, and the result is that 
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externally impressed gradirnts produce secondary motions inside the 
blade boundary layer. The additional losses associated with these second- 
ary motions increase the frictional losses. Invrstigations by Spannhake 
(ref. 13) and Ludwig (ref. 14) indicate that the loss coefficient in such 
rotating channels may be several times that of an equivalent3 stationary 
channel. Very little is known about the increase in friction losses due to 
rotation, especially the additional frictional stresses induced by Coriolis 
force. Systematic experimental investigations by Spannhake (ref. 13) and 
Ludweig (ref. 14) indicate that these frictional losses are strongly de- 
pendent on the rotation parameter. This parameter is analogous to the 
Rossby number used in connection uith studying the effect of rarth 
rotation on wind profile and is defined as the ratio of Coriolis to inertia 
force. 

Since very little analytical information is available for the type of 
rotating channel used in the inducer, a systrmatic attempt is made to 
correlate the measuremrnts of various investigators to derive a friction 
factor for inducer channels for thr range of rotation parametrrs (inverse 
of flow coefficient) used in practice. Thc inducer data collected are from 
various laboratorirs under diff errnt flow conditions and blade configura- 
tions. The frictional losscs deprnd on Reynolds number, velocity, dimen- 
sions of the channcl, rotation paramrter, and aspect ratio of the blades. 
Since the available rxpcrimental data on inducers are meager and the 
tests involve a small range of Reynolds number, no systematic approach 
is used to find the Reynolds number dependency on losses. First, the 
Blasius friction factor ( A )  is determined from the equation 

where 
APo/p 
X 
RN 
d h  

L 
For an elemental blade height dr of the inducer passage a t  any radius 

is the loss in stagnation pressure of the relative flow 
is the Blasius friction factor (0.316 for a stationary channel) 
is the Reynolds number, W-dn/v (fig. 7) 
is the hydraulic mean diameter (4 x area/wetted perimeter) 
is the length of the channel 

7- (fig. 7) 

4 ( 2 a r / n )  cos p dr xr 
d h =  =4-cosp  

2 dr ?L 

where p = f ( r )  and n is the number of passages. 

(9) 

3Equivalent here refers to a fully developed stationary channel having a mean 
velocity W. 
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It is easy to prove that the nondimensionalized stagnation head loss 
coefficient in relative flow is equal to the difference between the Euler and 
measured head coefficient in absolute flow. Hence, 

where HIoss=HE-Hnf is the head loss due to  friction in relative flow. 
For any given inducer, ' / ' E - &  can be determined from the measured 

stagnation pressures and tangential vclocities a t  the exit, and, knowing 
the inducer geometry, values of X can be derived a t  any radii. The loss 
factor derived from various measurements carried out a t  KASA Lewis 
Research Center, RI.1.T. Gas Turbine Laboratory, and TRW Cleveland 
are plotted in figure 8. The sources from which these data were collected 
and details of the inducer configurations and flow parameters used are 
given in table 11. The radial distribution of Blasius loss coefficient showed 
a systematic trend from midradius to tip; i.e., an increase in frictional 
losses with decreasing flow coefficient. Dependency of energy losses on 
hub/tip ratio is also evident from figure 8. Larger secondary losses asso- 
ciated with low hub-tip ratios are well known. A new friction factor XR 
is defined and all the data are replotted to derive the value of this new 
friction factor. 

3 <  

2: 

2 .c 

x 
I! 

I C  

05 

C 

I 1 

DESIGNATION %%lCIENT 

0 NASA I 0.104 

X N A S A 2  0.123 
0 NASA 3 0.104 

- V N A S A 4  0.157 
A M I T  0.mo 
0 TRW 0. I139 

I 
Rh, AT EXIT 

0 .5  
0.5 
0.5 
0 .5  
0.444 
0.63 

0 

0 

V 
0 

X 
0 

V 
V 
0 

0 

-X 
0 
A 

X A 
0 

I I I I 
06  0 7  O B  09 

R =  r/r+ 

FIGURE &--Radial variation of 
Rlausius friction coeficient (A) 
evaluated f rom equation (10) 
for various inducer con$gura- 
lions (table ZI). 
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where Rhl is the hub/tip ratio and Hloss= APo/pg. 
In  these calculations, local values of blade length, hydraulic diameter, 

blade mean angle (arc tan (tan PI+ tan &)/2), design flow coefficient, 
and measured local velocity ( W )  a t  the outlet arc uscd to derive the new 
friction factor (AB) for the various inducer channels (fig. 9) .  It is not 
certain whether such a linear dependency on Q r , / W ,  exists, but the data 
plotted in figure 9 seem to indicate that a relationship such as equation 
(11) is closely obeyed by all the inducer data plotted. 

It should be remarked here that these loss correlations include mixing 
losses downstream of the trailing edge, since the rncasurements on which 
these loss correlations are based are taken for downstream of the inducer 
and not a t  the trailing edge. 

It is suggested that a relationship such as the one discussed above be 
uscd with values of AR distribution shown in figure 9 for the flow coefficient 
4 ranging from 0.065 to 0.2. The largest scatter in the data is due to the 
M.I.T. inducer which was tested a t  4=0.2. The secondary losses a t  the 
annulus and hub walls tend to be as important as secondary flow inside 
the blade boundary layer in such a case. 

I I I I I 

~ _ _ _  DESIGNATION E&IcIENT 
0 NASA I 0 104 
X NASA 2 0 123 
0 NASA 3 0 104 
V NASA 4 0 157 \ 

A M I T  0 200 

0 TRW 0 1139 
-1, used for inducer molysis 

06- 

0 5  - 

04- 
V 

XR 

0 

O K  01 

A 

A 

0 

U 

0 5  0 6  0 7  0 8  0.9 
R = rh+ 

FIGURE B.-Radial variation of 
the modified friction loss co- 
eficients (A,) calculated f rom 

1 equation ( I f )  for various in- 
ducer configurations (table IZ). 
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Circumferential Average of Radial Equilibrium Equation 

The circumferential avcraging of various terms in equation (7) is 

( I )  The passages have fully developcd turbulent flow and the flow 

( 2 )  The velocity component parallel to the blade passage is given by 

carried out under the following assumptions (fig. 7) .  

properties are symmetrical about the midpassage. 

w, = Wmq‘” 12) 

where W ,  is the velocity component parallel to the blade a t  midpassage, 
q = y/S, where y is the distance measured normal to the blade, 2s is the 
width of the channel (fig. 7) and x is the coordinate parallel to the blade 
and lying on a cylindrical surface. 

(3)  The radial vclocity component W ,  is given by reference 12, 

W,= W ,  tan a(1-q)2=Wm tan a ( q ) l n ( l - ~ ) ~  (13) 

where a is the angle between the direction of the resultant velocity near 
the wall and W ,  or angle between the limiting streamline and x direction 
(fig. 7 ) .  Note that W ,  and a are functions of r and x only. The average of 
any quantity T will be denoted by a bar and is defined by 

l 8  T = - /  T d y  
s o  

where 2s is the width of the blade passage. 

Circumferential Average of Term 1 in Equation (7) 

Since W ,  is the velocity along x, where x is an intermediate variable 
and r ,  0 are the independent variables, 

NOW, from equation (13) ,  

Hence, the circumferential avcragc of Term 1 in equation (7) is 
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tan a!+ W, sec2 a! - 
ax 

Circumferential Average of Tcrms 3, 3, and 4 in Equation (7) 

Since i t  is assumed that the fluid is smoothly guided tbrough the 
passage, the circumferential average of Term 2 in equation (7) is 

since We = 5 ( W,) ,,, for one-seventh profile. 
Similarly, 

- We2= 1’ Ws2d7= [ 1 q 2 ” d q = l . 0 1 5 w  (19) 

and 
2 m = 2 0 m e  

Circumferential Average and Radial Variation of  the 1;ricticmal Losses 
in Equation (7) 

Since the friction losses derived by the author (eq. 11) represent the 
average losses across the passage, the circumferential average of the fifth 
term in equation (7) is 

(21) - a (e)=; A P  
ar 4 RN“~ dh 2 

51 L E) 
Hence, the circumferential average of the radial equilibrium equation now 
reads, after substituting equations (17), (18), (19), (20), and (21) in 
equation (7), 

Since w 8 =  4 ( We) , = 5 W, sin p, the final circumferentially averaged radial 
equilibrium equation valid for inducers operating a t  low flow coefficient is 

- 
-0.275 - 
sin2 p 
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The solution of this circumferentially averaged radial equilibrium 
equation to derive We or 6 distribution along the radius is still intractable 
unless suitable assumptions are made for awe/dz and a. The experiment 
is the only source from which the values of LY can be derived. The limiting 
streamline angle LY is predictable in the case of a single rotating helical 
blade (ref. 5),  but the values of a measured on inducer blade surfaces are 
found to be higher than those on a single hclical blade (refs. 21 and 24). 
The evaluation of am/az could be based on either a linear variation of 
E along z or the inviscid solution. Once these quantities are evaluated, 
We or G can be predicted from equation (23) using the author’s correla- 
tion for friction loss Coefficient XR (fig. 9) .  

or 6 for any given inducer geometry and 
flow coefficient is described in the next section. 

- 

The method of predicting 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The four-bladed inducer described in the section on the design of the 
test inducer is used for the experimental investigations of the flow char- 
acteristics. The test medium is air and all the measurements are carried 
out a t  a Reynolds number (based on tip radius) of 6.GX10”, which 
corresponds to 450 rpm. A throttle valve, which can be seen in figure 2, is 
adjusted to obtain a flow coefficient qi of 0.065. 

The measuring stations are shown in figure 10. The exit flows were 
measured a t  stations 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, using a stagnation probe and a tuft 
probe. Hot wire measurements were taken very close to the trailing edge 
(station 3A) to derive the average values of radial, axial, and tangential 
velocity components. 

The outlet air angles (of the absolute flow) were measured by means of 
a very thin tuft probe and a sighting scope of the type used by Smith 
(ref. 22). Fluctuations in absolute air angles were found to  be consider- 
able, especially near the hub locations. The algebraic mean of the maxi- 
mum and minimum air angles, measured by the tuft probe, was used for 
calculating the axial and tangential velocity Components. In  spite of slight 
inaccuracies which are discussed by McCafferty (ref. 20), much informa- 
tion can be gained from these stationary probe measurements. Since the 
flow a t  the exit was highly three-dimensional, the static pressures were 
measured a t  the hub and annulus walls and the radial distribution of 
static pressure coefficient was derived by computing the pressure gradient 
near the wall locations from the simplified radial equilibrium equation. 

Since an accurate knowledge of the nature and magnitude of radial 
velocities is essential for the development of an adequate theory for pre- 
dicting the flow, an attempt was made to derive the average values of all 
three velocity components a t  the exit (station 3A) using a combination 
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f 9" 

FIGURE 10.-Location of the $ow-measuring sfations. 

of an X-configuration hot-wire probe plus a single sensor probe normal to 
the X-configuration. The probes mpre aligned in the three coordinate 
directions such that they sense the following velocity components. 

Ve.= dVe2+ ~2 (24) 

Ver= dVez+ V r z  (25) 

v,, = 1/v,2+ V22+K2Ve2 (26) 

Since the air angles of the absolute flow are very large, a correction to 
the cosine law was used for the wire in the e direction. This appears in the 
form of a correction factor as shown in equation (26). The value of K was 
derived from Schwarz and Friehe's correlations (ref. 23). For the length/ 
diameter of the wire used in these experiments, the value of K was found 
to be 0.26. 

The oscilloscope traces of the signal were photographed4 to derive the 
blade-to-blade variation of the voltages. The hot-wire calibration curves 
and equations (24), (25), and (26) were then used to derive the blade- 
to-blade variation of Vr, Ve, and V,. 

The method of data processing has since been improved as indicated in reference 4. 
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Tangential Velocities at Exit 

The absolute tangential velocities derived from pressure and angle 
measurements are shown plotted in figure 11 for various axial stations. 
The measured tangential velocities are substantially higher than the 
design values except near the hub. These results are consistent with the 
measurements reported by Sandercock et al. (ref. 17) and Soltis et al. 
(ref. 18). The real fluid effects combined with large radial flows that exist 
inside the blade passages are responsible for such a large increase in 
tangential velocity or head rise. Furthermore, it is also evident from 
figure 11 that there is a substantial change in tangential momentum as 
the flow proceeds downstream. Far downstream of the inducer, a “forced 
vortex” type of distribution exists. Such changes are due to mass flow 
redistribution that takes place downstream of the inducer and the mixing 
losses due to blade wake diffusion. The extent of mass flow redistribution 
can be seen from figure 16. These measurements indicate the desirability 
of having the inducer as an integral part of the main pump and also 
point out the need to take measurements close to the trailing edge in order 
to accurately assess the extent of real fluid effects inside the blade passages. 
It is quite clear that the inducer behaves like a drag or a friction pump, 
especially near the tip, where the head rise is imparted to  the fluid by 
purely frictional effects. 

I I I I 

FIGURE 11.-Radial variation of 
absolute tangential velocity at 
various axial locations. 
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Even though an accurate prediction of the tangential velocity dis- 
tribution is possible only by a thorough understanding of the three- 
dimensional boundary layer characteristics inside the passage, a qualita- 
tive estimate of the frictional effects can be made from an analysis of the 
type indicated in the preceding section (Approximate Theoretical 
Analysis). 

The form of equation used for predicting the tangential velocities a t  
the exit of the inducer is obtained by further simplification of equation 
(23) (by expressing as the only dependent variable) under the 
following assumptions : 

(1) 
(2) 

We varies linearly with x from leading to trailing edge. 
Angle a between the limiting streamline and W, varies linearly 

from leading edge to trailing edge, being zero a t  the leading edge. This 
trend is confirmed from the limiting streamline angle measurements 
reported in reference 21. Hence, 

where 
We =relative tangential velocity a t  exit 
Or 
L = chord length of the blade ( z 4 . 5 r  for 
and 

- 

relative tangential velocity a t  inlet 
Penn State inducer) 

(28) 

where a is the angle of the limiting streamline near the trailing edge. Use 
of equations (27) and (28) would reduce the first term in equation (23) 
to 

where 

0.061 
T(r)  == (tan a+a sec2 a) 

@.03 tan a 
F(r)  = sin2 

The friction loss term in equation (23) can be further simplified for the 
Penn State inducer to  give 
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- 
- awe 

ar =F'(r)We2+2F(r) We ~ (32)  

where 

and XR (fig. 9) ,  R N * / ~ ,  d h  (eq. (9) ) , length of the blade ( L )  , and sin2 p 
(fig. 6) are all functions of radius a t  any givcn axial station. The variation 
of F ( r )  with radius a t  thc location of the trailing edge is plotted in figure 
12. Hence, the final form of radial equilibrium equation used for pre- 
dicting the relative tangential velocity a t  the exit of the Penn State 
inducer is obtained by substituting equations ( 2 9 )  and (32)  in equation 
( 2 3 )  * 

FIGURE 12.-Radial variation of 
ficnction F(r) (eq. (33)) for 
Penn State inducer. R = r/rt 
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where the functions F ( r ) ,  { ( r ) ,  and [ ( r )  are defined by equations (33), 
(30), and (31), and F ' ( r )  is thc derivative of F ( r )  plotted in figure 12. 

Equation (34) is used to predict the radial variation of mean relative 
tangential velocity (We) a t  the trailing edge. In  evaluating the functions 
{ ( r )  and [ ( r )  , information obtained by flow visualization experiments 
reported in reference 24 is used. Near the hub, the value of a was found 
to be nearly 60" on the suction surface and 30" on the pressure surface of 
thc blade. Basing our assumption on this, a is assumed to vary linearly 
from 45" a t  the hub to zero a t  the tip (fig. 13). This enabled evaluation of 
the functions { ( r )  and [ ( T )  (c.qs. (30) and (31)) in equation (34). The 
variations of these functions with radii are plotted in figure 13. 

The predicted values of relative tangential velocity a t  the trailing edge 
obtained from equation (34) , using estimated values of F ( r ) ,  F ' ( r )  , { ( r ) ,  
and [ ( r )  (figs. 12 and 13), are plotted in figure 14. The boundary condi- 
tion assumed for the solution of the differential equation (34) is that the 
tangential velocity (We) a t  the midradius is the same as that of design. 
The predicted values are in good agreement with the values derived from 
stationary probe measurements a t  station 5.5 

The effect of neglecting the inertial terms due to radial velocity gradients 
(i.e., functions { ( r )  and [ ( r )  in equation (34)) is also shown in figure 14. 
The inertial terms due to  radial velocity grad:-.nts in the radial equilib- 
rium equation seem to have very little effect on the predicted values of 
We. Even though the acceleration components due to  radial velocity 
gradients are small, their influence in increasing the frictional losses 
cannot be ignored. Hence, in conclusion, it can be said that the accelera- 
tion component due to radial velocity gradients can easily be neglected in 
predicting the relative tangential velocity distribution from the radial 
equilibrium equation. But the influence of radial velocities on axial 
velocity profile a t  the exit cannot be ignored. 

In  deriving equation (34) from the generalized radial equilibrium 
equation (eq. (4) ) ,  it was assumed that the term W,(aW,/dr) is very 
small. Its influence on the predicted values of We is evaluated by using the 

- 

6 It should be remarked here that the loss coefficient (XR) derived in this paper is 
based on the measurements carried out a t  one-seventh to one-ninth blade chord (refs. 
15, 17, and 18) downstream of the trailing edge. Hence, these loss correlations include 
mixing losses. To be consistent, only the measurements carried out a t  station 5, which 
approximately corresponds to the measuring stations of references 15, 17, and 18, is 
compared with the predicted values. 
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R =  r/rt 

FIGURE 13.--Radial variation of {(r) and t(r) (eqs. (SO)  and (SI)) and assumed a.  

- fie 
Ut 

- PREDICTED (Equation(341) 

.-$- EFFECT OF NCLUDING THE TERM 

FIGURE 14.-Predicted and meas- 
w e d  relative tangential velocity. R = r/r+ 
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experimental values of W,(aW,/ar) (fig. 16) and the following modified 
equation 

- - - -awe We2 -- aw. 
We - (1.015+2F(r))+-- (1.015+rF’(r) - { ( r ) )  +I!’, __ ar T ar 

= ~ Q K (  1 - [ ( r )  ) (35) 

The effect of neglecting the axial velocity gradient term in equation 
(34) is evident from figure 14. The effect of this term on the predicted 
values of seems to be appreciable only near the hub (where the axial 
velocity gradients are large) and negligibly small a t  other radial positions. 

The predicted tangential velocity components of the absolute flow 
( U -  We) are plotted and compared with experimental values, derived 
from stationary probe measurements6 a t  station 5, in figure 15. The agree- 
ment between the predicted and experimental values is good. The inclu- 
sion of the axial velocity gradient term W,(aW,/ar) in equation (34) 
seems to bring the predicted values of closer to the experimental 
values only near the hub. 

0 

0 - 
- “e 
Ut 

0 

0 

0 

I I I I - .. - SIMPLIFIED R m A L  EOUlLlBRlUM 
EOUATION IDesgn) 

PREDlCTEO lEquotun(34 1) 

---- PREDICTED (Negleding slr),<(r) m 

V EFFECT OF I W I N G  THE TERM 

Equotion(34)) 

Wz 9 IN EQUATION(34) 

A MEASURED (Stotwn 51 

A 
A 

I I I I 
06 07 0 8  09 I 

R =  r/rt 

FIGURE 15.-Predicted and meas- 
ured values of absolute tangen- 
tial velocity. 

, 

6 See footnote 5 .  
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The effect of neglecting the radial velocity gradients { ( T )  and [ ( T )  in 
equation (34) is shown in figure 15. It is evident that the friction loss 
term in the radial equilibrium equation (eq. (7) ) has a very appreciable 
effect in changing the tangential velocity gradient in the radial direction. 

The tangential velocity distribution derived from hot-wire probe and 
stationary probe measurements, carried out very close to the trailing 
edge (station 3A), is compared in figure 17. There is a slight discrepancy 
between the two measurements. This may be due to error in measuring the 
fluctuating (with reference to stationary probe) stagnation pressure close 
to the trailing edge. 

Axial Velocities at the Exit 

The measured radial distribution of axial velocities a t  various axial 
stations is plotted in figure 16. 

Immediately downstream of the inducer (stations 3 and 4), the mini- 
mum velocity occurs a t  the midradius. This seems to suggest that radial 
migration inside the blade boundary layer is very large from midradius to 
tip as compared to that from hub to midradius. At station 3, where the 
hub flow is still under the influence of blade, the blockage effects are large. 
Sandercock et al. (ref. 17) and Soltis et al. (ref. 18) concluded earlier that 
the inducers operating a t  low flow coefficients have separated flow near 
the hub. These conclusions are based on measurements taken far down- 
stream. The present investigation seems to suggest that such flow separa- 
tion takes place downstream of the inducer due to considerable flow re- 
distribution. It should be remarked here that large radial velocities exist 

o--* I' " 4  
+ - e 4  I, I I  5 

c - - 4  8 -  8 1  6 
p--4 II t I  7 

FIGURE 16.-Radial variation of -o, 
axial velocity at various axial 
locations. 1% 
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in the blade wakes of the inducer. This accounts for large changes in axial 
and tangential velocities and stagnation pressures measured downstream 
(figs. 11, 16, and 18). 

1Tar downstream of the inducer (stations 5, 6, and 7), the minimum 
axial velocity occurs near the hub, and in fact shows a tcndcncy to sepa- 
rate a t  station 5. Downstream of the inducrr, the radial vrlocitics inside 
the blade wakes are outward near the hub, n-hcrcas the n-akt. interactions 
near the tip produce an inward flow. The net effect is a migration of the 
mass flow toward thc midradius. This cffrct can bc clearly sepn at  stations 
5 and 6. Thus, there is a substantial improvement in axial vdority distri- 
bution near the midradius and a deterioration near the hub. I:urthcrmore, 
the extent of back flow is observed to grow continuously as the flow pro- 
ceeds downstream and occupies nearly 20 prrcent of the annulus far down- 
stream (station 7, fig. 16). In a pumping unit where the inducrr is an inte- 
gral part of the main pump, thc back flow may be absent if arrodynam- 
ically designed blade sections arc used. It is not clear ivhethcr this is true 
for flat plate inducers, since measurcments rlose to the trailing edge are 
not available for such units. Inside thP blade passages, the perturbation in 
axial velocity is due to : 

(1)  
(2) 

Radially varying blade thickness and hence blockage 
Radial flow inside the blade boundary layers. This is by far the 

most important cause of the change in axial velocities from hub to  tip. 

The perturbations in downstream flow are predominantly due to  radial 
velocities in the three-dimensional wakes. 

The prediction of axial velocity distribution should take into con- 
sideration the detail flow structure, including the radial velocities inside 
blade boundary layers, inside such inducers. The boundary layer in a 
rotating helical channel, currently under investigation a t  Pennsylvania 
State University, should provide the urgently needed information for the 
accurate prediction of axial velocity distribution. Thus, considerably 
more theoretical and experimental work is necessary before the observed 
flow can be regarded as rationally explained. 

It should be emphasized here that the flow redistribution downstream 
of the inducer (caused by the radial velocities in the three-dimensional 
blade wakes) is considerable and extreme caution should be exercised in 
evalilating the performance of an inducer from the measurements obtained 
far downstream. 

The average values of the axial velocities derived from the hot-wire 
probe measurements very close to the trailing edge are shown plotted and 
compared with stationary probe measurements in figure 17. This seems to 
confirm the trend in axial velocity discussed earlier; i.e., very low axial 
velocities a t  midradius. 
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FIGURE 17.--Compar?son of the absolute velocity componrnts measured bil the hot wire and 
stationary probe at statton SA.  

Radial Velocities at Exit 
~ 

The radial distribution of average radial velocities ( I  V ,  I )  derived from 
the hot-wire measurements is plotted in figure 17.7 

It should be remarked here that the hot-wire probe senses only the 
magnitude and not the direction of the radial velocity. Near the inducer 
tip, radial inward flow exists due to boundary layer interactions. Thus, 
the algebraic average of radial velocities across the passage is likely to be 
different from I V ,  1, especially near the tip. 

It is evident from figure 17 that the radial velocities are of the same 
order of magnitude as axial velocities, with values increasing monotoni- 
cally toward the tip. The maximum average radial velocity occurs a small 
distance away from the tip (fig. 17) and this location corresponds to the 
maximum inward flow region. 

These measurements confirm the earlicr conclusion that radial velocities 
in such low flow coefficient and high solidity inducers are large. For the 
eventual flow analysis, it is essential to know the detail blade-to-blade 
variation of radial velocities including the extent of radial inward flow. 

- 

7 Discrepancy between the hot-wire results reported in reference 21 (unpublished) 
and this paper is due to the fact that earlier results are based on K = O  in equation (26). 
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Stagnation Pressure Coefficient at Exit 

The radial variation of stagnation head coefficient a t  various axial 
stations is shown plotted in figure 18 and compared with design values. 
These plots are typical of inducers tested earlicr (refs. 17 and 18). The 
pressure coefficients near the tip are two to three times the corresponding 
design values. Strong real fluid effects from midradius to  tip are thus 
evident. The performance of the inducer is similar to a ‘(shear force pump” 
or “drag pump,” where shear forces are utilized to exchange kinetic 
energy between fluid and solid bodies. Thus, the sections near the tip 
operate predominantly as a shear force pump, whereas the pressure rise 
near the hub is largely due to flow turning effects. 

The stagnation head decreases continuously as the flow proceeds down- 
stream of the trailing edge. RIajor changes occur between stations 3 and 
4, especially near the hub. Comparing the corresponding axial velocities 
a t  stations 3 and 4 in figure 16, it is evident that the major effects come 
from the axial velocity changes. The wake mixing losses also contribute 
to the change in stagnation head. These effects are dominant from mid- 
radius to tip. The tip sections experience considerable pressure losses as 
the flow proceeds downstream despite the fact that axial velocity changes 
(fig. 16) are small. The presence of large mixing losses is thus evident in 
these regions. 

An attempt is made to estimate the stagnation pressure or head rise 
coefficient and losses on the basis of the analysis indicated in the preceding 
section (Approximate Theoretical Analysis). The knowledge of the 

0.1 
+--0 

FIGURE 18.-Radial variation of 
absolute stagnation pressure co- 

‘0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 eficient ($T) at various axial 
R = r/r+ locations. 
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relative velocities derived from the theory outlined earlier (see Tangential 
Velocities a t  Exit and fig. 15) enables an estimate of the energy losses to 
be made from equation (11). The loss coefficients so derived are shown 
compared with the measured losses in figure 19 for station 5.8 Reasonably 
good agreement between the estimated and measured losses confirms the 
validity of an empirical correlation such as equation (11) for estimating 
the energy losses associated with friction. 

Since the theoretical values of Euler head ( $ E  = 2RVs/ U t )  are known 
from the predicted values of Ve (fig. 14), the actual head rise can be esti- 
mated from the equation $ T = $ E - $ , ~ ~ ~ .  

The value of $T thus estimated is shown plotted and compared with 
measured values a t  station 5 in figure 19. Here again, the agreement is 
reasonably good and large gradients in stagnation head mar the tip arc 

I 

estimated qualitatively. / 

Static Pressure Coefficient at the Exit 

The static pressure coefficients derived a t  various axial locations 
are plotted and compared with design values in figure 20. 

- ESTIMATED LOSS (Equotwn ( I  I )) 
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FIGURE 19.-Estimated and measured friction losses and stagnation pressure coeffLcient 
(J/T). 

8 See footnote 5. 
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FIGURE 20.-Radial varialion of 
D..*-*.-.O AXIAL STATION 3 
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Near the tip, the, Geasured pressure gradients are found to bc large 
compared to those of the design. This is in conformity with the radial 
equiIibrium requirements since tangential velocities a t  these locations are 
very large. It should be remarked here that the hub flow a t  station 3 is 
still under the influence of the rotor and hence the increase in #s observed 
between stations 3 and 4. There is appreciable loss in static pressures as 
the flow proceeds downstream. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(1) A new friction loss coefficient applicable to inducers operating in 
the range of flow coefficients t$=0.065 to t$=O.2 is defined and derived 
from the inducer data available in the literature. This empirical friction 
loss coefficient is found to increase exponentially toward the blade tip. 
For the Penn State inducer, the radial variation of frictional losses esti- 
mated from this newly derived empirical loss coefficient agrees closely with 
the measured values. 

(2) A circumferentially averaged radial equilibrium equation is used 
to predict the relative and absolute tangential velocities. The analysis is 
based on suitable assumptions for the radial and mainflow vclocity profiles 
(based on the existing three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer data 
available) and the loss coefficients explained above. The agreement 
between theory and experiment is reasonably good. Hence i t  is evident 
that, if the frictional effects are known either empirically or analytically, 
the flow properties a t  the exit of the inducer can be predicted quite 
accurately. The stagnation head rise estimated from the predicted 
tangential velocities and the stagnation pressure losses (item ( 1 )  ) agree 
qualitatively with the measured values. 
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(3) The test inducer, designed approximately for uniform head 
distribution over its dischargr area (assuming ideal flow), actually pro- 
ducrs a nonuniform head. Near the tip, the actual head of the absolute 
flow was found to be two to three times that a t  hub and midradius. This 
nonuniform head distribution can be explained qualitatively by real fluid 
effects and is in agrermrnt with the observations of other investigators. 
The stagnation pressures arc found to decrease continuously as the flow 
proceeds downstream. The wake mixing losses combined with large change 
in axial velocity distribution are the major causes of this. 

The expected radial motions within the blade passages have been 
qualitatively confirmed by hot-wire measurrments and appear to be quite 
strong a t  all radii. The radial vrlocities are found to be of thr  same order 
of magnitude as axial vclocitics and increase continuously towards the tip. 

Rleasurements carried out several stations downstream indicate 
that the axial velocity profilrs undergo marked changes as thr flow pro- 
ceeds downstream. The back flow rrgion develops aftrr the flow has left 
the rotating hub and grows continuously as the flow proceeds downstream. 
The minimum velocity occurs ncar the midradius, immrdiately down- 
stream of the trailing cdgr, whrrcas, far downstream, the hub locations 
have minimum axial velocity. 

The absolute tangential vclocities are substantially higher than 
the design values, except nrar thr  hub. These arr consistrnt with the 
stagnation pressure rise obsrrved. There is a large change in tangential 
velocities as the flow proceeds downstream. This is causrd by mass flow 
redistribution and mixing lossrs that occur downstream of the inducer. 

The measured static pressure gradients are found to br  large 
compared to those of drsign, especially ncar the tip. Thrrr is appreciable 
loss in static pressures in the tip flow as the flow proceeds downstream. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

d h  

F 
F ( r ) ,  { ( r ) ,  f ( r )  

Hydraulic mean diameter (equation (9) ) 
Frictional force per unit mass 
Functions defined in equations (33), (30), and (31) 
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P 
P' 

Arl 
rl 

Y 

P 
4 
$E 

$loas 

$S 
Q 
$T 

Stagnation head rise (in absolute flow) 
Head rise derived from Euler's Equation (UVe/g)  

Measured stagnation head rise (in absolute flow) 
Net positive suction head, ft 
Static head 
Blade chord length 
Rotative speed, rpm 
Number of blades 
Static pressure 
Stagnation pressure 
Stagnation pressure loss due to friction 
Flow rate, gpm 
r / r t  
Hub/tip ratio 
Reynolds number, w dh/v  
Radial, tangential, and axial coordinates 
Width of the passage measured normal to blade surface 
Suction specific speed, N d&/H803/4 
Blade spacing 
Blade speed 
Resultant absolute velocity 
Resultant relative velocity 
Coordinates parallel to and perpendicular to blade 

camber line and lying on a cylindrical surface (fig. 7 )  
Angle between limiting streamlinc! and 2 direction 

Blade angle measured from axial direction 
Air angle measured from axial direction 

Distance between the mean streamline and camber line 

Blasius friction coefficient defined in equation (8) 
Friction coefficient for a rotating channel defined by 

Kinematic viscosity 
Density 
Flow coefficient, W,/Qr, 
2 g H ~ /  U? 

2gh/ U? (static head rise coefficient) 
Angular velocity 
Stagnation head coefficient, 2gH/ U? 

HE-Hm 

(fig. 7) 

Y / S  

normal to blade chord 

equation ( 1  1 )  

2gH1otm/U? 
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Subscripts 

h 
m 
RMS 
r, 6, z 
1 

2 9  Y 
1 
2 

Hub 
Values a t  midpassage 
Root-mean-square value 
Components along r ,  e, z directions 
Tip 
Components along 2, y directions (fig. 7) 
Inlet 
Outlet 

Superscript 

Averaged over the passage - 
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DISCUSSION 

G. F. WISLICENUS (Tucson, Arizona) : I am very happy to discuss 
this paper, as I was connected for a considerable length of time with the 
work on which this paper reports. 

Our friends from NASA will recall that we had no illusions about the 
inherent difficulties of this investigation at  the time i t  was proposed. As I 
recall it, we stated in this proposal that real-flow effects were expected to 
extend over the entire flow field. In other words, we expected to find a 
mess, and this expectation was certainly fulfilled. The objective we had in 
mind was not only to learn something about rocket pump inducers, but 
equally to learn how to deal with such a complex and theoretically almost 
hopeless flow problem. It may be understandable why an old engineer like 
myself might want to get involved in such a problem. But it commands 
my respect when a younger engineer and scientist like Dr. Lakshminara- 
yana is willing to struggle for years with this type of investigation, and 
even more so if he finally comes up with results that seem to make sense. 
I can assure you that while I was still a t  Penn State I found hardly any 
time to contribute to this often frustrating work. And now I am com- 
pletely out of it, which has givcn Dr. Lakshminarayana the opportunity 
to pursue his investigation in a more undisturbed fashion. 

I do not feel qualified to discuss the author’s theoretical investigations 
except for the observation that some of the comparisons between his 
theoretical and experimental results impress me as much closer than I 
personally would have expected. But if it is really true, as stated in con- 
clusion (2) , that frictional effects in inducers are now predictable, then it 
is our obligation to put this knowledge in a form that can be used by the 
practical designer. After all, if friction effects double or triple the head 
generated in the tip regions, then their consideration is a plain necessity 
in the design process. 

There is only one point I should like to discuss in a little more detail; 
i.e., that according to figures I1 and 18 the angular momentum of the 
flow seems to decrease with increasing distance from the impeller. The 
statement that this is due to “mass flow redistribution” might not be a 
sufficient explanation for some old-fashioned engineers like myself. It 
seems to me that this situation could be cleared up by plotting the cir- 
cumferential velocity component (V,) against the stream function of the 
(circumferentially averaged) meridional flow, as the local angular 
momentum transport is, after all, proportional to the local mass flow. If 
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such a plot still shows a decrease in angular momentum, this decrease 
must be explained by a circumferentially nonuniform mass and momen- 
tum exchange between the positive flow region and the backflow region. 

In  passing, I should like to ask whether the axial velocity curves shown 
in figure 16 satisfy the condition of continuity. To check this, i t  might be 
interesting to plot the same curves against r2, considering the backflow 
areas as negative. It illustrates the measuring problem before us if we 
mention that under such complex conditions of flow measurement any 
check on the validity on the results obtained is most welcome. 

It worries me just a little that the simple throttle valve which I sug- 
gested to use might have an upstream effect that could influence the 
separation a t  the hub downstream of the inducer. This possibility could 
be checked with relative ease. 

J. E. CROUSE (NASA Lewis Research Center): The author and 
investigators associated with this project should be congratulated on the 
depth of their research work. It is encouraging to see some “in depth” 
studies among the large number of papers published these days. 

In  the paper, considerable effort was made to construct models of 
velocity profiles and loss mechanisms. The data essentially confirms that 
suspected significant radial profiles near the blade surfaces do indeed 
exist. One of the more interesting results of the work is the small effect 
these radial components have on the predicted energy addition as evi- 
denced by the E/Ut profiles of figure 15 with and without the radial 
velocity terms. 

The important empirical term in the author’s flow prediction equation 
is the term representing the loss gradient. Especially for low flow co- 
efficient turbomachines, such as inducers, a good flow prediction method 
is highly dependent on an accurate representation of the loss gradient. 
The source of the losses is not important for the prediction method itself, 
but knowledge of the source of the losses can be rather important in 
setting up a reasonable loss model. The author chose to correlate all the 
losses associated with the flow through an inducer into a pipe-type friction 
parameter for the relative flow channel. 

The experimental data of figure 9 for several rotors, according to the 
author’s suggested correlation, is indeed somewhat better than that of 
figure 8, which is the same data by another correlation. The better correla- 
tion of loss data should be considered one of the most important results 
of this work. 

J. H. HORLOCK (Cambridge University) : To one who has attempted 
to predict the averaged flow in conventional axial flow turbomachines, 
this is a fascinating paper in that the method of attack has to be entirely 
different for several reasons. 
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(1) The axial velocity term in the radial equation of motion 

(2) Prediction of the tangential velocity distribution W S  ( T )  instead 

(3) Variations of velocities across the pitch due to viscous effects 

(4) The radial loss distribution is dominant (although this is also 

W,(dW,/dr) is neglected because of the high stagger of the blade. 

of W,(T) is attempted. 

are important. 

important in axial-flow compressors a t  low flow coefficients) . 

I have followed B. Lakshminarayana’s work with interest and discussed 
it with him. But there are still sevcral aspects of the investigation that are 
not clear to me. 

(1) 

(2) 

On what basis is it justifiable to neglect aV’,/& compared with 

In the region near the blade in the outer half of the rotor, I think 
the magnitude of the radial body force due to viscous loss should be 
estimated. It is of order of magnitude [tan a a ( A P o / p ) / a r ]  and may 
not be negligible. 

Why is the loss correlation improved by including the flow coeffi- 
cient +? I would expect it to be related to (+-+design)  but not simply as 
inverse of +. 

The change in K(T)  with r (fig. 11) is mysterious. Is it possible 
to measure the torque on the rotor and compare i t  with the change of 
tangential velocity across the rotor, in order to see if there are errors in 
the measurement of the latter. 

Undoubtedly this work will be of use to  designers of other turbo- 
machines, especially in the prediction of performance a t  low +. Has the 
author any recommendations on how the design of the inducer may be 
modified to allow for the observations of this paper? Can the large in- 
crease in loss with radius be avoided, and is the operation of the outer 
part as a drag pump inevitable? Or should the inner part be designed 
inviscidly and the outer part as a drag pump? 

aw,/az? 

(3) 

(4) 

P. COOPER (Case Western University and TRW Inc.): Dr. 
Lakshminarayana’s work makes one aware of the strong three-dimensional 
effects that serve to alter the expected performance of an inducer. He has 
made us aware of heretofore unexplained radial flows and other effects of 
the highly frictional flow that exists in an inducer. That he has been able 
to predict the outlet tangential velocity distribution by using his new loss 
scheme is especially encouraging. 

I would like to inquire about the flow process connected with his pre- 
dicted shift in this tangential velocity distribution from that of design. 
The author suggests that the flow action near the inducer tip is like that 
of a shear force pump. Is there a way that he could illustrate this more 
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fully? One possible explanation for this phemonenon a t  the tip is that the 
much higher loss there would result in too low a pressure-were it not for 
the action of the blades in maintaining radial equilibrium. Accordingly, 
the outlet tangential velocity component becomes quite large a t  the tip in 
an effort by the machine to produce more work there to offsrt this loss. 
Now, regardless of the blade-to-blade and hub-to-shroud velocity profiles, 
is not this process the result of guidance by the blades? Is the tip axial 
velocity component still connected with the tangential component 
through the blade angle there? 

F. F. ANTUNES (Ingersoll Rand Inc.) : Since the tmting was done as a 
free impeller (without a stator or guide vanes), there is some question as 
to whether the three-dimensional effects are greatly exaggeratcd from 
that of an inducer with stator downstream. It is suggmted that a reason- 
able stator be added and velocities remrasurcd. 

LAKSHRIINARAYANA (author): I would like to thank the dis- 
cussers for their helpful comments and criticisms. 

Professors Wislicenus and Horlock have commented on the mysterious 
effect; i.e., large change in angular momentum as thc flow proceeds down- 
stream. The author explained that this is due to largt. redistribution of 
mass flow that occurs downstream of the inducers. This can b(> explained 
from the following calculations. To check the accuracy of the measure- 
ments, area averaged axial velocity E and mass averaged % are com- 
puted a t  the measuring stations using the follon.jng rquations. 

The values of &'Ut, E / U ,  a t  various measuring stations (see fig. 10) 
are shown in table D-I. 

As can be seen from table D-I, the accuracy of V ,  measurements, 
which is within 4 percent, is better than expected in such a flow. The 
change in mass averaged is small compared to  local changes observed 
a t  various stations (compare fig. 11 and table D-I). This confirms the 
author's conclusions that local Ve changes are brought about mainly by 
flow redistribution. The mass averaged Ve shows a consistent trend in 
that it decreases continuously downstream, the decrease being small 
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0.076 

TABLE D-I.-VaZues of E / U t ,  z / U t  at Various Stations 

Station number I 4  I 5  1 6  i 7  
~ ~ ~~ 

0.0775 0.0745 0.0775 

0.346 

~ 

0.326 0.306 0.26 

everywhere except between stations 6 and 7. The reasons for this are 
mentioned by Wislicenus. Some of the discrepancy in may also be due 
to experimental inaccuracy in measuring the flow in the backflow region, 
whose extent extends up to 20 percent of annulus at station 7. 

To check whether a simple throttle valve used in these experiments has 
any effect on inducer flow, especially in inducing backflow a t  the hub 
region, measurements were carried out with a properly designed throttle 
as shown in the insert in figure D-1. The tests were carried out with a 
three-bladed inducer, since this geometry was readily available. Please note 
that all the measurements reported in this paper are carried out in a 
four-bladed inducer and hence velocity projiles plotted in jigures D-1 and 16 
are for diferent solidity inducers. The results shown in fig. D-1 indicate 
that the throttle has no effect on flow separation at  the blade trailing 
edge and its influence is felt only beyond station 6, which is far down- 
stream of the inducer. Thus, it is concluded that the throttle has no effect 
on flow separation observed a t  stations 3,4 ,  and 5, even though the extent 
of backflow is somewhat reduced a t  station 6. 

The author agrees with Mr. Crouse with regard to the source of the 
losses. Knowledge of the source of losses is extremely important in the 
design of inducers where incorporation of viscous effects is a necessity. 
The group a t  Penn State is now engaged in understanding the various 
sources of losses. This would lead to an analytical model which recognizes 
various mechanisms responsible for flow departure and losses. 

In  regard to Professor Horlock’s comment on-the magnitude of the body 
force term due to viscous losses, I have proved below that its magnitude 
is extremely small and its neglect in the equations of motion is justified. 

Since the radial equilibrium equation used in this paper is passage 
averaged, i t  is necessary to find the average (blade to blade) of the body 
force term due to viscous losses. This term is thus equal to 
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ax 
1 
3 (37) 

(from equation (13) ) . 
In  deriving equation (37), i t  is assumed that the streamwise gradient of 

local loss in Po is nearly the same as the corresponding gradient of average 
loss in Po. Using equation (21), i t  can be proved that 

02 

0.1 

0.0 

-0.1 

I 

1 -av K,-- XR w - tan a 
3 ax 

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

02 
STATION 4 

0.1 

I O  

I’ 

0 

QJ I, 

U A 

I 2  
FOR CURVES 

- NEllTHROTTLE _ _ _ _  OLOTHROTTLE 
0.0 

FIGURE D-1.-Radial variation of VJUt and $t at various axial stations with simple 
(o2d) and aerodynamically designed (new) throttle (three-bladed inducer). 
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since 

and 

Hence the ratio of the two terms is 

This ratio is evidently very small as illustrated in this example (using 
measured values). 

At  R=0.8,  tan a=0.36 (from fig. 13) 

- 
- 0.6Ut W=0.6Ut, -- 

aW 
aR 

aV - 0 . 0 5 ~ ~  
ax r f  
__- - 

Substituting these values in equation (40) , we get 

(from fig. 9) 

(from fig. 14) 

(fig. 9 and eq. (27)) 

=1.5x 10-3 Fd, 

Hence the body force term neglected in my analysis is extremely small 
compared to a/ar(APo/p) and its neglect is certainly justified. Even a t  
the tip, where av//aR is negative, the ratio is extremely small since 
dhR/aR is very large and a is very small. 

The other comment by Professor Horlock concerns the choice of the 
parameter 4 in the loss correlation. The physical reasoning behind this 
choice is that a t  lower 4 (which means larger stagger angles) narrower 
blade passages result and thus the flow in these passages becomes fully 
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developed sooner and hence viscous effects become larger. I don’t agree 
with Professor Horlock that 4 - 4desrgn should be the parameter. Unlike a 
compressor aerodynamicist, an inducer hydrodynamicist is faced with the 

-dilemma of evaluating the losses even a t  the design conditions where the 
frictional losses are several orders of magnitude higher than those in a 
compressor. It is the intention of the author to understand the design 
flow first and then attempt to correlate the flow losses a t  off-design 
conditions. 

The physical flow process occurring within the inducer is more com- 
plex than explained by Dr. Cooper. Largrr increase in VO and absolute 
head rise is not due to guidance of the blade. The flow deviation angles 
are Tound to be large at  every radial location. As explained in this paper, 
the radial velocities are large and are of thr  same order of magnitude as 
the axial components. Under these circumstancrs, the inducer should be 
treated as a mixed flow pump. The meridional component (in the viscid 
flow) through the inducer can be divided into axial and radial com- 
ponents. The axial component can be treated in the manner describrd by 
Dr. Cooper, but the radial component of the flow makes the inducer 
behave as a shear force pump. The author is presently investigating thc 
possibility of predicting the flow by this approach. 

With regard to the comment by Mr. Antunes, it is very doubtful that a 
stator or guide vane would improve the flow through the inducer. On the 
other hand, large flow redistribution that occurs downstream of the 
inducer may be controlled, to some extent, by means of a stator. From 
physical and mathematical considerations, it is very hard to see how a 
stator would change the three-dimensional viscous character of the flow 
inside the inducer. 


